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ABSTRACT 

 

As microblogging tools like Twitter and now Yammer become more prevalent, and as 

students from the Millennial generation continue to increase their enrollment in online courses, 

instructors and instructional designers need more information about how the technology their 

students have become accustomed to, affects the online learning experience.  This research 

examined the degree and patterns of cognitive, teaching and social presence established by 

medical students, as a community of inquiry, using a social network tool for course-related 

interaction.  A computer mediated discourse analysis of interactions as they related to Shea et al. 

(2010) assessment of CoI provided empirical evidence of differences between and among two 

groups of students as they interact in Summer Clinical Practicum.  The analysis revealed a 

significant difference in learner-learner interactions and social presence between those who 

primarily used a learning management system and those who used the microblogging tool, 

Yammer. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Institutions of higher education are steadily increasing their online courses and degree 

programs (Allen & Seaman, 2010; Seaman, 2009).  Over 5.6 million students in the United 

States were taking at least one online course in the Fall semester, 2009, 1.5 million more than in 

2008.  These students represent over 35% of all United States higher education students (Allen & 

Seaman, 2010).  However, the retention rate for online students is typically 10-20% lower than 

those taking classes in a traditional setting with face-to-face instruction (Angelino, Williams & 

Natvig, 2007, Carr, 2000; Diaz, 2002; Frankola, 2001).   

Salmon (2004) posits that the success of online students is dependent upon how well the 

course is designed to encourage interactivity within a learning community.  As a result of the 

physical separation experienced by online learners, the forms of communication used and the 

amount and type of interaction, in the absence of face-to-face (F2F) interactions, are shaped by 

the technology being used and the course design.  Microblogging, ―the practice of posting small 

pieces of digital content−which could be text, pictures, links, short videos, or other media−on the 

internet‖ (EDUCAUSE, 2009), facilitates interactivity by the use of instant communication and 

creating social connections.  However, educational research has only skimmed the surface in 

determining the usefulness of microblogging in learning environments, in part because it is such 

a new development.   

Increasing engagement has been cited as a good teaching practice for over two decades 

(Chickering & Gamson, 1987; Durrington, Berryhill, & Swafford, 2006).  Examples include 

interaction such as discussion board posts and replies, reflection assignments and feedback as 

well as email question and answer sessions between students and instructor.  Clark and Mayer 

(2008), Morrison, Ross, and Kemp (2007) and Yoon (2003) have found that active engagement 

can be achieved in online learning environments by using teaching strategies that encourage  

students  to interact with the course content, instructor, and peer learners.  This three-pronged 

approach has been characterized as one of the key components of a Community of Inquiry (CoI).  

Community of Inquiry (CoI) has become a key theoretical element in the design of online 

courses.  The aim of creating a CoI is to address and mediate the isolation felt by students who 
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are at a distance by consciously including activities to facilitate  learner-instructor (L-I), learner-

learner (L-L) and learner-content (L-C) interaction (Moore & Anderson, 1989). 

Despite occasional reports of loneliness and isolation by students (Grubb & Hines, 2000; 

Robinson, 2000), proponents and practitioners of online education argue that online education 

and Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) can help to create and support a community of 

inquiry.  Instructors, course designers, and administrators can benefit by studying the three (3) 

types of interactions: learner-instructor (L-I) students engages in discussion with instructor, 

learner-learner (L-L) discussion or remarks are between two or more students, and learner-

content (L-C) when a student expresses opinions or connections made to content being taught in 

the current or previous course, and their collective effect on satisfaction, student success and 

retention. 

Purpose of the Study 

Learners in online courses need and in many cases, demand more interaction with 

instructors than do students in traditional settings (McKnight, 2000). In Quality on the Line: 

Benchmarks for Success in Internet-Based Distance Education (2000), the Institute for Higher 

Education Policy (IHEP) listed student interaction with faculty as a necessary component of 

quality online courses.  Additionally, Ryan (2004) stated that close personal interaction between 

students and faculty is one of the 14 benchmarks of good instructional practice in online 

teaching.  The use of microblogging tools in an academic setting expands options for facilitating 

learner-instructor, learner-learner and learner-content interactions.  To date, research is sparse on 

the benefits or influence of these tools.  Do they help or hinder course-related interactions?  Do 

they encourage or discourage student engagement in the course?   

The purpose of this study was to explore if microblogging or a learning management 

system, e.g. Blackboard influences the interaction and facilitates a community of inquiry in an 

online course.  The study used computer mediated discourse analysis to measure frequency and 

the content of posts made in a microblogging forum and compared them to assignments 

submitted via a learning management system.   

This study used a sample comprised of two cohorts of first-year medical students.  The 

medical school in the study is a fully accredited school in the Southeastern region of the United 

States.  Each cohort of students matriculates through a set curriculum.   The last course students 
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are required to complete at the end of their first year in medical school is a Summer Clinical 

Practicum (SCP).   

During Summer Clinical Practicum, by design, students are placed  in rural areas or on 

satellite campuses away from the main campus where the instructor is located to observe a 

physician in a rural or remote location.  The geographical separation of the students away from 

each other and from the instructor precludes any opportunity to meet as a class in a traditional, 

face-to-face classroom. In addition to the distance issue, the primary tasks of the course require 

each student to observe and accompany a physician during a standard work day for three weeks.  

Because the observations and interactions with a teaching physician take place away from the 

view of the course instructor, processing the learning experience with each student is challenging 

for the instructor as well, 

The graduating class of 2013 cohort consisted of 120 students who participated in 

Summer Clinical practicum (SCP) in the summer session of 2010 (2010 cohort).  These students 

submitted their SCP assignments via a learning management system, Blackboard (Bb).  These 

assignments were retrieved by the instructor, reviewed, and returned later.  Their course-related 

interactions and experiences were considered to have been completed in an asynchronous 

environment.  The class of medical students who will graduate in 2014 participated in the 

Summer Clinical Practicum (SCP) at the end of their first year of medical school,   2011 

(referred to as the 2011 cohort).  Unlike the 2010 cohort, the 2011 cohort used a new 

microblogging technology, Yammer, to submit their reflections on their learning experiences and 

assignments for the course.   

Yammer is similar to the popular microblogging tool, Twitter.  Yammer offers the same 

functionality of instant messaging (IM) to individuals or groups, but unlike Twitter, a user must 

be invited to a Yammer group by invitation.  Yammer began as a synchronous chat tool used in 

corporations.  Its private and exclusive nature allowed for functionality while using a secure 

connection for discussion content.  Research literature on Yammer use in educational settings is 

limited and mostly anecdotal.  In place of Yammer literature, the current research literature on 

Twitter, its functional equivalent, was  used for the data analysis and literature review purposes. 

Recent research by Dunlap and Lowenthal (2009) tested the benefits of Twitter and how 

its use could facilitate just-in-time teaching and social interactions in online courses.  Dunlap and 

Lowenthal determined that students reported that they were felt well connected to other students 
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and to the instructor.  By offering an outlet like Twitter to share course-related and as well as 

personal reflections and thoughts without the limitations of an internet connection or a learning 

management system (LMS) that requires a login, e.g. Blackboard, students indicated that they 

were able to make connections as they might in a classroom or in a post-class conversation in a 

traditional face-to-face setting (Dunlap & Lowenthal, 2009).  This type of course enhancement 

and teaching strategy provides instant interaction and feedback.  It is the quality and quantity of 

this interaction in the context of the Summer Clinical Practicum course that was assessed in this 

study. 

Statement of the Problem  

As microblogging tools like Twitter and  Yammer have become more prevalent, 

Millennial students who are accustomed to the new technology tools are inclined to engage more 

readily in an academic setting because these technologies deliver an exchange of information 

quickly and are familiar to them.  However, little empirical research has been conducted to 

assess learner and instructor experiences using these communication tools, or to assess the 

dynamics of course-related online communities.  Similarly, the perceived effects of student 

perceptions regarding learning and their satisfaction with the experience, is limited.  As students 

from the Millennial generation and those who will follow them will continue to enroll in online 

courses, instructors and instructional designers need more information about how technology 

such as Twitter/Yammer, affects the online learning experience.   

By definition and by age, the medical students in the SCP course are from the Millennial 

generation.   They are now accustomed to working with course material through Blackboard 

(Bb).  The Medical School now issues a new iPod to all students at admission which allows 

students to access information in a mobile format.  These students are now able to use their iPod 

Touch to research medical information such as drugs, interactions, terminology, and so on.   

The medical school in the study was chartered by the state with the expectation that the 

physicians it graduated would emphasize rural medical service and training.  So initially students 

are educated on the main university campus. But  in the first year and for the entirety of their 

third and fourth years, the students are sent  to a variety of off-campus sites for practical training 

in the field and observation of physicians in rural and remote locations around the state.  The 

intentional training of students in rural areas makes the use of technology critical to the medical 

education students receive.  As all students in this medical school are located in a rural or off-
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campus setting frequently, their separation from the instructor and their dispersion around the 

state in  rural areas makes some form of electronic technology a necessity.   

The combination of the (1) Millennial generation‘s interest in microblogging and mobile 

technology, (2) availability of the mobile technology (iPads) and (3) evidence that supports 

increasing interaction to address isolation felt by online students creates an opportunity to use the 

SCP course as a prime opportunity to assess the implementation of a new technology and the 

related teaching strategies that are purported to facilitate greater interaction and engagement.  In 

conversation with the instructor for the SCP class, the instructor divulged that she decided to try 

Yammer because she and her students felt that ―it was too time consuming to log into 

Blackboard (Bb) to submit assignments and post or receive announcements‖.  So both the 

students and instructor for the SCP course were equally committed to the new technology and 

eager to determine its value and usefulness.   

Research Questions 

The implementation of Yammer to facilitate course-related communication was the 

primary difference between the SCP courses offered in Summer, 2010 and the Summer, 2011.  

Therefore the new variation in the course, the communication tool, Yammer, lent itself to a 

comparison of outcomes between Yammer and the LMS tool-Blackboard.  This study explored 

the following three (3) research question:   

1. Is there a significant difference in learner-instructor (teaching presence-TP) 

interaction between in a learning management system (LMS) and microblogging? 

2. Is there a significant difference in learner-learner (social presence-SP) interaction 

between in a learning management system (LMS) and microblogging? 

3. Is there a significant difference in learner-content (cognitive presence-CP) interaction 

between in a learning management system (LMS) and microblogging (M)? 

Specifically, differences in the frequency of learner-instructor (teaching presence), 

learner-learner (social presence) and learner-content (cognitive presence) interaction indictors, as 

defined by Shea, et. al. 2010 (Tables 8, 10 and 12), were measured.  It was hypothesized that 

there would be a significant difference in the mean frequency of (a) teaching presence (learner-

instructor), (b) social presence (learner-learner), and (c) cognitive presence (learner-content) 

between microblogging (2011 cohort) and LMS (2010 cohort) online communities of inquiry. 

Conceptual Framework for the Study 
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The conceptual framework was based on the theory Community of Inquiry (CoI).  

Grounded in John Dewey's (1933) practical inquiry model and consistent with many of the tenets 

of social constructivist theory, Garrison and Anderson (2003) noted that the CoI framework is 

based on the notion that knowledge construction is a collaborative, continuous process and "a 

fusion of individual and shared worlds" (p. 23).  According to the CoI framework, effective 

learning occurs within a community where three elements interact: teaching presence (TP), 

cognitive presence (CP), and social presence (SP) (Figure 1).  Teaching presence is defined by 

the interaction and exchange between a learner and an instructor (L-I); whereas social presence is 

the exchange between peers, or learner-learner (L-L) interaction.  Finally, cognitive presence is 

defined by evidence of a student demonstrating understanding of course content or learner-

content (L-C) interaction. 

 

Figure 1 

Community of Inquiry Model Adopted from Garrison, et. al (2000) 

 

 

Teaching presence 

The concept of teaching presence (TP) recognizes that both teachers and students have a 

responsibility to contribute to the learning process.  Teaching presence is defined as the "design, 

facilitation, and direction of cognitive and social processes for the purpose of realizing 

personally meaningful and educationally worthwhile learning outcomes" (Garrison & Arbaugh, 
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2007, p. 163).  Garrison et al. (2000) proposed that TP consists of three components: (a) 

instructional design and organization, (b) facilitating discourse, and (c) direct instruction.   

Social presence 

Social presence (SP) is cited as a key component in theoretical frameworks for learning 

networks (Benbunan-Fich, Hiltz, & Harasim, 2005; Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997) and distance 

education (Vrasidas & Glass, 2002).  Researchers have conceptualized SP as the ability to sense 

others in computer mediated interactions (Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; McLeod, Baron, & 

Marti, 1997; Tu and Mclssac 2002) and the ability of distance learners to emulate face-to-face 

(F2F) interactions via a chosen media (Hackman & Walker, 1990; Shin, 2002).  

Cognitive presence 

Cognitive presence (CP) is defined as the ability to construct and validate meaning 

through reflection and discourse (Garrison et al. 2000) and is applied through the practical 

inquiry model.  The practical inquiry model includes four (4) phases: (1) a triggering event, (2) 

exploration, (3) integration, and (4) resolution. 

Procedures 

The researcher conducted a quantitative computer mediated discourse analysis (CMDA) 

of the assignments submitted in the Summer Clinical Practicum course from 2010 and 2011.  In 

2010, assignments were submitted as a posted file in Blackboard, and then retrieved by instructor 

for feedback to the students.  This process was considered to be asynchronous or, ―not occurring 

at the same time‖ (Dictionary.com, 2012.  In 2011, a synchronous text-based chat tool similar to 

Twitter, Yammer, was used to elicit the same type of reflection and discussion.  For the analysis, 

Shea et al. (2010) coding rubric for cognitive, teaching and social presence (Appendix B) were 

used to code all Yammer posts and documents submitted by both cohorts.  

Frequencies were tabulated for each type of interaction (TP, SP and CP), each category 

within interaction types and all indicators within each category.  The difference in means scores 

between and among categories were compared across the three interaction types and between 

communication mediums-Microblogging (Yammer) or LMS (Bb).  These differences were used 

as measures of prevalence or absence of interaction type and presence, and they were also used 

to determine which communication medium facilitated what type of interaction and to what 

degree. 

Definition of Terms 
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Asynchronous - Communication that is separated by place and time and user must actively 

retrieve information.  

Blackboard - an integrated set of web-based tools for course management and delivery 

Cognitive presence - Cognitive presence is defined as the ability to construct and validate 

meaning through reflection and discourse (Garrison et al. 2000) 

Community of Inquiry (CoI) - learning that occurs within a community in which three elements 

interact: cognitive presence (CP), and teaching presence (TP), social presence (SP) (Garrison, et 

al, 2000) 

Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) - any interaction through the use of two or more 

computers (McQuail, 2005) 

Distance Learning - The delivery of content without the instructor and students meeting face-to-

face in classroom space.  This interaction experience may be synchronous or asynchronous. 

Interaction - The exchange or transaction of information 

Engagement - is a term used to generally describe the psychological investment of attention, 

interest, effort, and emotional involvement expended in the work of learning (Klem & Connell, 

2004).   

Microblogging - ―the practice of posting small pieces of digital content−which could be text, 

pictures, links, short videos, or other media−on the internet‖ (EDUCAUSE, 2009) 

Online course - A course in which 100% of the content is delivered using the Internet.  It maybe 

asynchronous or synchronous in it interaction between instructor and student but neither are 

required to meet face-to-face in classroom space.   

Social presence - the degree to which a person is perceived as ‗real‘ in mediated communication. 

The extent or the amount that a learner has comprehended as an actual being in computer-

mediated communication Gunawardena and Zittle (1997) 

Synchronous - No lapse in time between sending and receiving information  

Teaching presence - The "design, facilitation, direction of cognitive and social processes for the 

purpose of realizing personally meaningful and educationally worthwhile learning outcomes" 

(Garrison & Arbaugh, 2007, p. 163).   

Traditional courses - The delivery of content, typically in a face-to-face classroom setting.  The 

contact and interaction between instructor and students is primarily synchronous. 
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Yammer - Yammer is similar to the popular microblogging tool, Twitter.  Yammer offers the 

same functionality of instant messages (IM) to individuals or groups, but unlike Twitter, 

Yammer membership is open to the public and free, however group or forum inclusion is by 

invitation only. 

Assumptions 

The researcher assumed that Blackboard and Yammer functioned as educational tools 

and that students were comfortable using both in the manner required to complete the course.  It 

was further assumed that all participants in the study were truthful and honest in their Yammer 

posts and other submitted assignments, and that their posts and assignments were made as part of 

the regular discourse and requirements of the course and not for the purpose of this study.  It was 

also assumed that the Yammer posts and Blackboard course websites were not altered from the 

semester in which they were generated to the present.   

Limitations 

The study was limited by the use of pre-existing data collected from previously 

completed courses.  The study was further limited as it was only conducted at a single institution.   

The data provided in the study was only coded by the researcher. Prior to publication, the 

researcher will enlist another coder to provide inter-rater reliability. 

Significance of the Study 

This study helped determine if microblogging tools facilitated learner-instructor, and 

learner-learner interactions that foster a community of inquiry.  Evidence of a community of 

inquiry utilizing microblogging tools may increase student perceptions of community, 

satisfaction and student learning.  These elements have been shown to increase student retention 

in distance learning classes and to enhance student engagement in the course and to facilitate 

student learning. Therefore, given the projected increase in online students, instructors and 

instructional designers need more empirical evidence upon which to base course design and 

faculty development initiatives.   

Summary 

As technology evolves the applicability of previously tested communication theories 

must also evolve.  This research examined the degree and patterns of cognitive, teaching and 

social presence established by medical students, as a community of inquiry, using a social 

network tool for course-related interaction.  A computer mediated discourse analysis of 
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interactions as they relate to Shea et al. (2010) assessment of CoI provided empirical evidence of 

differences between and among two groups of students as they interact in Summer Clinical 

Practicum.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

The purpose of this study was to explore whether a microblogging tool used in an 

academic course influenced the interaction and engagement in an online learning environment to 

a greater degree than a learning management system (LMS).  This research used computer 

mediated discourse analysis to assess the difference in prevalence of learner-instructor, learner-

learner and learner-content interactions.  Specifically, the study explored how the components 

of the Community of Inquiry (CoI) model- cognitive presence, teaching and social presence 

differ depending on the use of microblogging or an LMS in course-related communication.   

This review of the literature provides background, analysis and synthesis of key areas, 

past studies, and the theories relevant to the research.  The literature review begins by exploring 

broadly the theoretical basis for learning through a socially mediated process referred to as social 

constructivism.  The concept of a Community of Inquiry and its three components- cognitive 

learning, teaching, and social presence, are discussed and research on these areas are examined.   

The review will then look at students, and in particular, adult learners as online learners. 

Online learning will then be put in perspective within the evolution of distance education. In this 

discussion, specific technologies, Blackboard and Yammer will be examined as these 

technologies are directly related to the study.  Finally, the methodology involved in Computer 

Mediated Discourse Analysis will be explained.  In summary, the review of the literature will 

provide a background for the theoretical premise of the study, the context of the learning 

environment, and the method by which the research will be conducted.   

Social Constructivism 

Social constructivist theory as outlined by Vygotsky (1962) contends that the learner 

gains a view of reality through a socially mediated process.  Vygotsky (1962) determined that 

learning was an active process in which the learner is an information constructor.  In the 

classroom, this process is referred to as active learning, an exchange or transaction between 

learner and instructor, learner and another learner or learner and content (McLeod, 2007).  

Constructivist learning theories share the premise that new knowledge is built on previous 

knowledge.  The division of thought among constructivists is the role of social structures as they 
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relate to defining knowledge.  Cognitive constructivists believe that the learner interacts with 

social structures but then determines meaning as an individual.  Social constructivism, on the 

other hand, contends that the learner gains a view of reality through a socially mediated process.    

Vygotsky (1962) found that learning was not only an active process through which the 

learner constructs information but that the process of learning preceded or was part of the 

development.  The level of potential development or the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), 

as Vygotsky described it, is a range of growth that starts slightly beyond a person‘s current stage 

(what is known) to full development (what is not known) when they engage in a social behavior 

that  includes adult guidance, collaboration or interaction (McLeod, 2007).  Scaffolding as a 

teaching strategy requires the instructor to provide the content, activities or stimuli that helps 

students acquire new knowledge and then to allow the process to unfold at a rate that best suites 

the student.   

Community of Inquiry 

Based on John Dewey's (1933) practical inquiry model, consistent with many of the 

tenets of social constructivist theory, Garrison and Anderson (2003) noted that the Community of 

Inquiry (CoI) framework is based on the notion that knowledge construction is a collaborative, 

continuous process.  They stated that the community of inquiry is "a fusion of individual and 

shared worlds" (p. 23).   Community of Inquiry (CoI) framework was developed in the late 

1990s to assess the teaching and learning process in asynchronous, text-based e-learning 

environments.  Since its development, the structure of CoI framework has been confirmed 

through factor analysis (Garrison, Cleveland- Innes, & Fung, 2004) and been used in examining 

higher education (HE) environments including face-to-face  (F2F) environments, blended 

learning environments, web-based synchronous environments, and Multi-User Virtual 

Environments (Arbaugh, 2007; Garrison, Cleveland, Innes, Koole, & Kappelman, 2006; 

McKerlich & Anderson, 2007; Nippard & Murphy, 2007; Vaughan & Garrison, 2005).  

According to the CoI framework, effective learning occurs within a community in which three 

elements interact: teaching presence (TP), social presence (SP) and cognitive presence (CP). 

Teaching Presence 

The concept of teaching presence (TP) recognizes that both teachers and students have a 

responsibility to contribute to the learning process.  Teaching presence is defined as the "design, 

facilitation, direction of cognitive and social processes for the purpose of realizing personally 
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meaningful and educationally worthwhile learning outcomes" (Garrison & Arbaugh, 2007, p. 

163).  Garrison et al. (2000) proposed that TP consists of three components: (a) instructional 

design and organization, (b) facilitating discourse, and (c) direct instruction.  Although some 

researchers propose that TP consists of only two distinct and independent elements (Shea, 2006), 

empirical support for the three factor model exists (Arbaugh & Hwang, 2006; LaPointe & 

Gunawardena, 2004; Stien, Wanstreet, Calvin, Overtoom, & Wheaton, 2005).  Instructional 

design and organization includes: "(a) establishing curriculum, (b) identifying resources, (c) 

defining clear goals and objectives, (d) addressing technology concerns, (e) structuring 

individual and collaborative activities, (f) setting time frames, (g) designing assessment 

procedures, and (h) selecting media" (Garrison & Anderson, 2003, p.79).  Facilitating discourse 

refers to creating a climate where critical discourse occurs and is sustained, and direct instruction 

refers to the provision of "intellectual and pedagogical leadership" (Garrison & Anderson, p. 88) 

through integrating research, introducing students to discipline-specific nuances, scaffolding, and 

modeling the characteristics of an engaged, self-directed lifelong learner.   

Of the three elements in the CoI framework, teaching presence (TP) has been the least 

cited construct throughout the distance education literature (Arbaugh & Hwang, 2006).  More 

recently, researchers have directed their efforts toward examining the educator's responsibility 

for establishing TP in the online learning environment (Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; 

Arbaugh & Hwang, 2006; Shea, 2006; Swan, Richardson, Ice, Garrison, Clevand-Innes, & 

Arbaugh, 2008).  While some studies have suggested that well-designed courses negate the need 

for the presence of an instructor in graduate level courses (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2005), other 

studies suggest that the course structure and instructors are critical to the establishment of TP 

(Jefferies, Grodzinsky, & Griffin,  2003; Marks, Sibley, & Arbaugh, 2005; Vonderwell, 2004). 

The instructor's presence is strongly related to course outcomes (Shea et al., 2003). 

Instructor-learner interaction can significantly reduce students' transactional distance (TD) and 

feelings of psychological isolation (Chen, 2001).  Shea (2006) purported "that a strong active 

presence on the part of the instructor is related both to students' sense of connectedness and 

learning" (p.185). 

Recent research has also focused upon the empirical validation of the TP construct and 

examined the relationship of the three aspects of TP to online course success.  Course  structure 

that includes engaging  discussion has been found to be a consistent predictor of online course 
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success (Swan,  2003), and course design has been shown to significantly impact students' 

approach to and perception of learning (Garrison& Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Shea et al., 2003).  

Instructional design and organization have also been shown to influence students' satisfaction 

and sense of connectedness.   

In a study of 34 graduate and undergraduate students across six courses, researchers 

found that students' satisfaction with perceived knowledge gained was related to students' 

satisfaction with the course structure and planned interaction (Stien et al., 2005).  Likewise, 

Shea, Pickett, and Pelz (2003) found that the instructor's design of a course played a role in 

satisfaction.  Kanuka, Collett, and Caswell (2002) found that instructor planned dialogue and 

course structure reduced students' perception of transactional distance.  Facilitation of dialogue is 

another important aspect of teacher presence and is associated with perceived learning (Picciano, 

1998), satisfaction (Conrad, 2002), and "sense of connectedness" (Shea, 2006, p.185).   

An instructor's immediacy behaviors, especially in online discussions, are related to 

students' learning and satisfaction (Arbaugh, 2001; Baker, 2004), and the use of instructional 

strategies and techniques in asynchronous online discussion are necessary for higher-order 

thinking to occur (Murphy, 2004).  Arbaugh and Hwang (2006) suggested that online course 

effectiveness is dependent upon not only an instructor's ability to facilitate discourse but also to 

disseminate expert knowledge.  Direct instruction is the third significant aspect of teacher 

presence (TP) and is cited as helpful in the learning environment (Finegold & Cooke, 2006).  In 

a study with 2,036 online students in 32 universities in the SUNY Learning network, Shea 

(2006) demonstrated that all three factors of TP were significant in predicting sense of 

community and reiterated the findings of previous studies that instructional design and 

organization, facilitation of discourse, and direct instruction significantly influence online 

course quality and effectiveness. Overall, research has provided strong evidence that TP is 

essential for positive learning outcomes (Marks, Sibley, & Arbaugh, 2005). 

Social Presence 

Short, Williams, and Christie (1976) are highly recognized as the first researchers to 

contend that different communication media convey varying degrees of social presence based on 

their ability to transmit nonverbal and vocal information.  Working from previous research in 

psychology and communication, Short, et al., defined social presence as the degree of salience 
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between two communicators using a communication medium.  Their definition is one of the 

most cited in the literature.   

Social presence is conceptualized as a critical attribute of a communication medium that 

determines how people interact and communicate.  Further, Short et al. posited that people 

perceive some communication mediums, e.g., video, as having a higher degree of social presence 

than other communication mediums, for example, audio.  This concept was later challenged by 

other researchers in the field, such as Gunawardena and Zittle (1997), who demonstrated that 

perceived social presence in online interactions varies among participants in the same mediated 

conversations utilizing the same communication medium.  

According to Berge and Collins (1995), computer-mediated communication technologies 

lack essential social signals, e.g.  non-verbal communication, eye contact, body language, and 

even voice recognition; ―lack of social cues and face-to-face interaction increases the sense of 

isolation for persons using this medium to teach and learn‖ (p. 13).  A deficiency in social 

interaction within a learning communities can result in a lack of engagement and can make 

distance learning boring and unappealing.    

Social presence can be defined as how participants in online learning communities 

experience a feeling of community through electronic learning environment. The more learners 

participate in online learning environments, the more they build a sense of awareness of the 

presence of others within this learning community (Lowenthal, 2010).  Short, Williams and 

Christie (1976) characterized social presence as the ―degree of salience of the other person in a 

mediated communication and the consequent salience of their interpersonal interactions‖ (p. 65).  

Gunawardena and Zittle (1997) stated that social presence is the extent or the amount that a 

learner comprehends as an actual being active in a computer-mediated communication.  

According to Anderson, Garrison and Archer (1999), social presence is the ability for the 

members of the learning community to interrelate and emotionally convey themselves to others 

within the learning community.  Tu and McIsaac (2002) defined social presence as ―the degree 

of feeling, perception, and reaction to another intellectual entity in the CMC environment‖ (p. 

146).  

These researchers continued questioning and further developing the theory of social 

presence defined by Short et al. (1976) by arguing that, based on their experience and research, 

participants in online discussions, using text alone, are able to projects their personalities into 
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online discussions and create a social presence (Swan, 2003; Swan & Shih, 2005).  Specifically, 

by doing such things as using emoticons, telling stories, and using humor, online learners present 

themselves as being ―real‖ as well as ―connected‖ to others when communicating in online 

learning environments (Rourke et al., 2001; Swan, 2003).  Therefore the learner‘s perceptions of 

social presence and the behaviors used to make up for the cues that are filtered out matter just as 

much, if not more, than the capabilities of the medium.   

Social presence is cited as a key component in theoretical frameworks for learning 

networks (Benbunan-Fich, Hiltz, & Harasim, 2005) and for distance education (Vrasidas & 

Glass, 2002).  Social presence has been conceptualized in numerous ways throughout the DE 

literature.  The terms interaction and SP are often used interchangeably; however, they are 

distinct concepts (Picciano, 2002).  Interaction may indicate the existence of social presence, but 

mere interaction does not guarantee the existence of SP.  Picciano stated, "It is possible for a 

student to interact by posting a message on an electronic bulletin board while not necessarily 

feeling that she or he is part of a group or a class" (p. 22).   

Social Presence is more than an exchange among students or between a student and an 

educator.  Researchers have conceptualized SP as the ability to sense and respond to others in 

computer mediated interactions (McLeod, Baron, & Marti, 1997) and the ability of distance 

learners to emulate F2F interactions via a chosen media (Hackman & Walker, 1990).  Tu and 

Mclssac (2002) described SP as "the degree of feeling, perception, and reaction to another 

intellectual entity in the CMC environment" (p. 146). SP is "feeling intimacy or togetherness in 

terms of sharing time and place" (Shin, 2002, p. 122); it is "the degree to which a person is 

perceived as a 'real person' in mediated communication" (Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997, p. 9) 

Drawing from various definitions, Garrison et al. (2000) defined the construct of social 

presence (SP) as the ability to connect with other learners and project self as real, both 

emotionally and socially, in a CoI through the chosen communication mediums.  They 

conceptualized SP as including three categories: (a) open communication, (b) group cohesion, 

and (c) affective expression. SP includes a "sense of belonging and acceptance in a group with 

common interests" (Garrison & Anderson, 2003, p. 49) and a sense of trust in which community 

can be sustained.  Effective, cohesive, and interactive responses in online discussion have been 

identified as indicators of SP; additionally, communication that recognizes, expresses agreement, 

and contributions to the community demonstrates SP (Rourke, Anderson, Garrison, & Archer, 
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2001).  Research has consistently demonstrated that SP is necessary for effective online 

instruction and that SP supports the construction and negotiation of knowledge (Garrison et al. 

2000; Gunawardena, 1995; Tu, 2002). 

Social interaction is vital to learner achievement (Vygotsky, 1978), and collaborative 

discourse is essential for the higher order thinking.  Effective education consists of not only the 

sharing and the building of knowledge but also the development of relationships with the 

instructor and among learners (McKnight, 2000; Ryan, 2004).  Research has shown that SP is 

central to the success of online education.  SP is essential to the establishment of a community 

of learners (Garrison, 2007) and is highly correlated with perceived learning, deep learning, and 

learning outcomes (Garrison & Kanuka, 2004; Picciano, 2002; Tu, 2002; Williams, Duray, & 

Reddy, 2006).  In a regression analysis, Richard and Swan (2003) found that 42% of variability 

in perceived learning was predicted by perceived social presence.  A strong positive relationship 

also exists between SP and online learner satisfaction with the instructor, the online mode of 

delivery, and the overall course (Arbaugh & BenbunanFich, 2006; Benbunan-Fich & Hiltz, 

2003; Richardson & Swan; Saenz, 2002).  SP has been shown to be influential in the quality of 

online interaction (Mclssac & Gunawardena, 1996; Tu, 2002), sense of well-being (Rourke et 

al., 2001) and critical thinking (Tu, 2002).  

Social presence is also cited as a key component in theoretical frameworks for learning 

networks (Benbunan-Fich, Hiltz, & Harasim, 2005) and distance education (Vrasidas & Glass, 

2002).  Recent research has revealed a relationship between social presence and student 

satisfaction (Gunawardena, 1995; Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; Richardson & Swan, 2003), 

social presence and the development of a community of learners (Rourke, Anderson, Garrison, & 

Archer, 2001; Rovai, 2002), and social presence and perceived learning (Richardson & Swan, 

2003).  Just as earlier researchers of Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) (Kiesler, 1986; 

Kiesler, Siegel, McGuire, 1984) used social presence theory to explain why CMC was inherently 

impersonal, later researchers (Gunawardena, 1995; Tu, 2000) reconceptualized social presence 

theory—focusing less on the medium and more on people—to explain how CMC in online 

learning environments can be very personal and social. 

Online education has been criticized because of the absence of social cues that could 

interfere with teaching and learning (Berge & Collins, 1995).  Despite this criticism, online 

education continues to grow as access to the Internet increases; in fact, enrollments in online 
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education continue to grow each year (Allen & Seaman, 2006; Tallent-Runnels et al., 2006).  

Despite occasional reports of loneliness and isolation (Grubb & Hines, 2000; Robinson, 2000), 

proponents and practitioners of online education argue that online education and CMC can 

support the social practice of learning.  Even though nonverbal and relational cues are filtered 

out, these researchers have argued that CMC can still be very social and interpersonal.  

Gunawardena, 1995; Tu, 2000 began examining the sociability of online education, these new 

researchers began to question the degree to which the attributes of a communication medium—in 

this case the cues filtered out of CMC systems—determine how people socially interact and are 

perceived as ―being there‖ when communicating online (Danchak, Walther, & Swan, 2001; 

Gunawardena, 1995; Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; Richardson & Swan, 2003; Tu, 2000).   

Studies have found that social presence in online learning has a primary effect on 

learning environment, learning quality and learning satisfaction (Gunawardena, 1995; 

Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; Richardson & Swan, 2003; So & Brush, 2008; Teng, 2005; Tu, 

2000a; Tu & McIsaac, 2002).  A low level of social presence will lead to a low level of 

interaction (Garramone, Harris, & Anderson, 1986).  On the other hand, a high level of social 

presence leads to a high level of intimacy (Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976).  Gunawardena 

(1995) believed that social presence is a primary issue that improves instructional effectiveness.   

Cognitive Presence 

Derived from the literature on critical thinking and Dewey's (1933) scientific inquiry 

(Garrison et al., 2000), cognitive presence (CP) focuses on higher-order thinking rather than 

learning outcomes and aligns with the ultimate goal of higher education  institutions to promote 

critical thinking for lifelong learning.  CP is defined as the ability to construct and validate 

meaning through reflection and discourse and is practically applied through the practical inquiry 

model (Garrison et al., 2000).  Arbaugh (2007) described the four phases of the practical inquiry 

model.  These phases are: (1) a triggering event, where some issue or problem is identified for 

further inquiry; (2) exploration, where students explore the issue both individually and 

corporately through critical reflection and discourse; (3) integration, where learners construct 

meaning from the ideas developed during exploration.  Garrison and colleagues (2000) proposed 

that this phase typically requires an enhanced teaching presence to probe and diagnose ideas so 

that learners will move to higher level thinking in developing their ideas; and (4) resolution, 

where learners apply the newly gained knowledge to educational contexts or workplace settings.  
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Cognitive presence has been identified as the most difficult element of the Col 

framework to study and the most difficult element to develop in the online classroom (Garrison 

& Arbaugh, 2007; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005).  To date, research has consistently shown 

that students infrequently engage in the last two stages (e.g. integration and resolution) of CP in 

online discussions (Fahy, Crawford, & Ally, 2001; Murphy, 2004; Vaughan & Garrison, 2005).  

In their transcript analyses of exchanges in two graduate level courses, Garrison et al. (2001) 

found that exploration discourse was the most frequent (42%); higher-order thinking responses 

were less frequent.  Only 13% of the dialogue was coded as integration, and only 4% of the 

dialogue was coded as resolution.  Meyer (2003) found similar results in her analysis of online 

threaded discussions using Garrison et al.'s (2000) four phases of cognitive presence.  She found 

that 18% of the dialogue could be coded as triggering, 51% as exploration, 22% as integration, 

and 7% as resolution.  Kanuka, Liam, and Laflamme (2007) studied five online activities and 

found that the proportion of interactions categorized as resolution was low (20.21%).  The results 

of these studies demonstrate that higher-order thinking does occur in asynchronous, text-based 

online discussion; however, a need exists to increase the frequency of integration and resolution 

responses in HE online discussions.  This includes identifying the reasons that higher order 

thinking responses are infrequently occurring or are infrequently detected. 

Throughout the literature, several reasons for the lack of CP detection and the lack of CP 

in the online learning environment have been proposed.  Higher-order thinking may be difficult 

to detect because it involves individual thought processes, and the majority of the research 

assessing CP has used transcript analysis of asynchronous discussions (Garrison et al., 2001; 

McKline, Harmon, Evans, & Jone, 2001; Meyer, 2004).  Although transcript analysis is useful 

for accurate, detailed assessment of public discourse, this type of analysis may not fully assess 

the private thought processes.  The use of self-reports aligns with characteristics of the Col 

framework (e.g. dialogue and the questioning of each other) and assesses the private thinking and 

learning of students (Garrison et al., 2001; Lipman, 1991).  Thus, the use of validated self-report 

instruments may be useful in the assessment of CP, for CP as measured by the Community of 

lnquiry Framework Survey (Arbaugh et al., 2008), the self-report measure used in this study,  

may provide a more accurate understanding of the higher order thinking that occurs in both the 

microblogging and learning management system learning environments. 

Adult Learners as Online Students 
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The demographics of online students have changed but only slightly.  Typically, the 

majority of students who enroll in an online course or degree program are Caucasian females 

between the ages of 25-50 (Moore & Kearsley 2005, Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2009; Thompson, 1998).  

They vary in economic and marital status.  The majority take online classes as opposed to face-

to-face classes because of the convenience and flexibility (Noel-Levitz, 2009).  Due to their 

significant participation in online education, it is necessary to have an understanding of adult 

learners' traits, needs and preferences to better examine online courses and programs 

effectiveness and design.  This portion of the literature review will first examine cornerstone 

theories of adult learning and then it will explore how these theories influence design of 

instruction at a distance, specifically providing opportunities for interaction. 

Malcolm Knowles, the father of adult learning theory, emphasized that facilitating a 

cooperative learning environment for adults was more conducive to producing increased 

attainment of learning outcomes (Knowles, 1990; Russell, 2006).  He originally outlined four 

characteristics that specifically applied to adults.  Between 1984 and 1997, he added two more.  

The six assumptions of adult learning include: 

1. Adults are generally self-directed, independent learners 

2. Adults are more inclined to be motivated if the content is applicable to real-life 

situations. 

3. Adults enter situations and learning environments with a variety of experiences. 

4. Adults need to feel respected and valued for the experience they can offer to a 

situation. 

5. Adults enter a learning environment ready to learn 

6. Adults are motivated by content that is relevant to where they are 

developmentally, professionally and/or personally. 

These six assumptions form the core of Knowles theory of andragogy (Knowles, 1990).  

Andragogy, Greek for ‗man-leading‘, was first defined as it relates to education by Alexander 

Kapp in 1833.  Kapp used andragogy to expound on Plato‘s educational theory.  In the next 

century, more research was conducted to strengthen arguments supporting differences between 
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andragogy and pedagogy (child-leading).  By differentiating between the two, Knowles 

underscored the difference in designing effective learning environments for adults as opposed to 

children.  The assumption is that in pedagogy, children are taught content in a direct transmission 

whereas; andragogy explains that adults learn best not from a one-way transmission but at 

minimum a two-way transaction (Knowles, 1990; Miller, 1993).   

K. Patricia Cross made a significant contribution to the field of adult education and adult 

learning theories.  Cross' most notable publication was Adult as Learner (1981).  In this widely-

used book, Cross outlines barriers to adult learning, developmental stages and research of 

participation trends among adult learners.  At the same time, she explained two conceptual 

frameworks: (1) Chain of Response (COR) and Characteristics of Adult Learning (CAL).   

Reynolds (1986) described how Cross delineated facets of  the COR model: (a) 

motivation to participate is the result of an individual's perception of both positive and negative 

forces; (b) certain personality types are difficult to attract to education because of low self-

esteem; (c) there is congruence between participation and anticipated learning outcomes; (d) 

higher order needs for achievement and self-actualization cannot be fulfilled until lower-order 

needs for security and safety are met; and (e) expectations of reward are important to motivation.  

Cross believed that the components did not relate in a linear fashion but in an interrelated 

reciprocal manner.   

The CAL model described differences between adults and children so alternative 

teaching strategies could be developed.  The model's visual depiction shows two classes of 

variables. The first is titled personal characteristics, including variables labeled 

Physiological/Aging, Sociocultural/Life Phases, and Psychological/Developmental Stages. The 

second is labeled situational characteristics, including variables titled Part-Time Learning Versus 

Full-Time Learning and Voluntary Learning Versus Compulsory Learning.  

The adult learning theories outlined by Knowles (1990) and Cross (1981) highlight key 

elements for consideration when designing distance education courses because an effective 

course would take into account its major target student (Moore & Kearsley, 2005).  Robert 

Gagne, a pioneer in instructional design, applied learning theory to systematic design of 

instruction.  He first asserted that three principles guided successful instruction: (1) component 

tasks should lead to a final task; (2) each component task should be mastered; and (3) component 

tasks should be sequenced to facilitate optimal transfer to culminating final task.  Gagne 
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acknowledged that instructional theory, unlike learning theory, must include specific factors that 

lead to learning complex skills. He then defined five categories of learning: verbal information, 

intellectual skills, motor skills, cognitive strategies, and attitudes (Gagne, 1965; Reiser, 2001).  

His continued research and work led to explaining and describing nine environmental events and 

stages of information processing required for each domain.  Exploring both adult learning theory 

and instructional systems design highlights a few salient points as they relate to this study.   

Distance and Online Learning 

As distance learning has evolved over the last century, the perceived distance between 

instructors and students has become less.  From 1878 to present, the changes in type, medium, 

frequency and amount of time lapse in between communication have all significantly affected 

distance learning.  The first form of distance learning was correspondence study.  Instructors and 

learners exchanged assignments through postal mail.  In the late 1920s, educational broadcasting 

started with the appearance of the radio and television (Moore & Kearsley, 2005).  

Communication that is asynchronous was print-based and separated by long periods of time.  

Forty years later, the inclusion of audio and video accompanied printed materials for distance 

education courses.  Learners used to depend on one kind of interaction that is student and content 

interaction.  The arrival of the University of Wisconsin‘s AIM Project in the U.S. and Open 

University in Great Britain in the 1960‘s closed the perceived gap between instructor and student 

by not only mailing audio and video but also utilizing telephone and television (Moore & 

Kearsley, 2005).  The British Open University established itself in the 1970‘s as a premier 

distance education institution nationally and internationally (Moore & Kearsley, 2005).   

In the 1990s, two-way video-conferencing was used to enhance live interaction in 

distance learning.  This new generation of distance learning featured three types of interactions 

learner-content, learner-instructor, and learner-learner.  The latter two interactions were 

characterized by using both methods of communication, synchronous and asynchronous.  In 

1992, online virtual classes began and are considered the fastest growing method of education.  

This new iteration of learning created more chances for interaction and collaboration in the 

learning process (Moore & Kearsley, 2005).  The first four generations represent distance 

education.  The last represents both online learning and distance education.  In fact, online 

learning is the digital baby of distance learning.   
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Teng (2005) and Tu (2001) assert that online learning is the fifth generation of distance 

learning and encourages globalization which in turn pushes researchers to carry out more studies 

in this field (Hlas et al., 2008).  This generation of distance learning with its interactive tools and 

wisely cultivated social learning has contributed much to the development of online learning 

(Brown & Adler, 2008; Mason & Rennie, 2007; Vivitsou, Lambropoulos, Konetas, Paraskevas, 

& Grigoropoulos, 2008).  

Chickering & Gamson (1987) developed a theory of best teaching practices in higher 

education which they called the ―Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate 

Education‖.  The seven principles have also been applied to technology and web-enhanced 

learning environments (Chickering & Ehrmann, 1996).  Regardless of the type of learning 

environment, the same seven principles, (1) student faculty contact, (2) cooperation among 

students, (3) active learning, (4) prompt feedback, (5) time on task, (6) high expectations, and (7) 

respect for diverse ways of learning; all positively promote student satisfaction, performance and 

retention (Kuh, 2001).   

Interaction Online 

A point of consensus among many DE researchers and practitioners is that interaction is a 

crucial element for learning; and thus, for effective online education (Bannan-Ritland, 2002; 

Boyle & Wambach, 2001; Gunawardena & McIsaac, 2004; Moore, 1993; Strijbos, Martens, & 

Jochems, 2004).  Interaction among students enhances the learning experience and increases 

students' satisfaction with the course (Bull, Kimball, & Stansberry, 1998; Palloff & Pratt, 1999). 

Furthermore, interaction among learners and instructors increases learners' positive attitudes 

toward and motivation to learn.  In one of the few theories native to distance education, Moore & 

Kearsley (2005) explained how interaction and structure are critical to success in online 

education. 

In his model of transactional distance (TD), Moore contended that DE is "the mutual 

action between teachers and students, in environments whose uniqueness is separation from each 

other, and as a result exhibit unique behavior patterns of distance education" (Moore & Kearsley, 

2005, p. 224).  The physical distance in DE, not present in traditional education, results in a 

communication and a psychological gap with the potential for disrupted communication and 

misunderstanding among learners and the educator.  Dialogue and course structure, both 
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adaptable to learner needs, are two of the variables that decrease TD and increase learning 

effectiveness (Moore, 1989). 

Effective teaching and learning at a distance depends upon the nature of an interaction 

and how that interaction is facilitated through a communication medium (Moore & Kearsley, 

2005).  Moore (1989) noted three types of interactions necessary for effective online education: 

(a) learner-content, (b) learner-learner, and (c) learner-teacher.  Learner-content interaction is 

considered a distinguishing strength of all DE and refers to students' intellectual interactions with 

content that result in changes in understanding, perceptions, and cognitive structures.  When a 

student reads a text and engages in an internal dialogue about its content, a student practices 

guided didactic conversations or interaction with the content (Moore, 1989).  Learner-teacher 

interaction, a factor that distinguishes online education from independent studies, refers to all 

communications between the teacher and the student that occurs throughout the course 

(Holmberg, 1995; Moore, 1989).  It also refers to the organization that the educator provides to 

guide learning throughout the course and the role that the educator plays in motivating and 

supporting students' learning (Moore, 1989).   

Learner-learner interaction is a newer dimension of DE because earlier generations of DE 

did not support collaboration among peers (Garrison & Anderson, 2003; Taylor, 2001).  It is both 

cognitive and social in nature and refers to communication between and among peers with or 

without the teacher present (Moore, 1998).  A lack of learner-teacher and learner-learner 

interaction is deemed problematic, and opportunities for high levels of learner-teacher, learner-

learner, and learner-content interaction improve the learning process in DE (Baggerly, 2002; 

Moore, 2005). 

Blackboard 

Blackboard is an enterprise solution for an online learning management system.  It allows 

students to take courses online with features such as announcements, assignments, assessments, 

chats, discussion boards and email.  Since its inception in 1997, Blackboard, Incorporated (Bb) 

has expanded its market from K-12 education to higher education, corporate, government and 

military clients.  Now in its ninth version, Bb has expanded to a Web 2.0 interactive interface 

and mobile version.  This is the version currently in use at the Medical School where the study 

will take place.   
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Every course at the Medical School can have an exclusive Bb website.  The website is 

automatically populated with enrolled students and allows them secure, password protected 

access, to course materials, announcements, email lists, discussion boards and other course-

related features.  The SCP 2010 class utilized Bb‘s email, announcement, assignment and grade 

center functions. 

Although the SCP students are accustomed to having their course material in Blackboard 

(Bb), they are also given iPod Touches to quickly research medical information such as drugs, 

interactions, terminology, etc.  The iPods allow them to find information in a mobile format.  

This flexibility is critical given their separation from the instructor and dispersion around the 

state and bordering rural areas to the north.  The combination of the (1) documented millennial 

generation‘s interest in microblogging and mobile technology, (2) availability of the mobile 

technology (iPods) and (3) evidence that supports increasing interaction to address isolation felt 

by online students, the SCP course was a prime candidate to implement a new technology or 

teaching strategy that would better facilitate interaction.   The instructor for SCP expressed in an 

interview that she decided to try Yammer because she and her students felt that ―it was too time 

consuming to log into Blackboard (Bb) to submit assignments and post or receive 

announcements‖.   

Microblogging for teaching and learning 

Twitter 

Twitter (Figure 2) is a real-time information network that connects you to the latest 

information about any topic that you may find interesting (Twitter.com, 2011).  An increasing 

number of people are using Twitter to interact with others, sometimes in extended exchanges.  

Since its launch in 2006, Twitter has grown rapidly in popularity.  Compete.com reports that 

from February to April 2008, U.S. traffic to Twitter nearly doubled to approximately 1.2 million 

people per month (Freiert, 2008).  The marked increase in use makes the tool a focus of software 

research and scholarly research (Honeycutt & Herring, 2009; Stepanyan, et al., 2010).   
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Figure 2 

Sample Tweet, Twitter.com 

 

 

Honeycutt and Herring (2009) analyzed 36,987 tweets to determine how well Twitter 

supported user-to-user exchanges, what people use Twitter for, and what usage or design 

modifications would be required to make it (more) usable as a tool for collaboration. They found 

that despite a noisy environment and an interface that is not especially conducive to 

conversational use, short, dyadic exchanges occur relatively often, along with some longer 

conversations with multiple participants that are surprisingly coherent.  These conversations are 

facilitated in large measure by use of the @ sign as a marker of addressivity (i.e., to direct a 

tweet to a specific user) and the ability to follow other users, which aid users in tracking 

conversations.  In light of this evidence, it is important to consider the suitability of 

microblogging tools for collaboration and advance recommendations for enhancing their design 

to better promote conversation and collaboration. 

Stepanyan et al., (2010) began their research by analyzing the benefits of using Twitter 

for second language learning.  They then continued their research to identify interaction patterns 

and correlated them to achievement.  They found that there was greater interaction among 

students of similar levels and more attention to higher achieving students. 

Dunlap and Lowenthal (2009) tested the benefits of how Twitter could facilitate just-in-

time teaching and social interactions in their online course.  Their beliefs were confirmed when 

students expressed how connected they felt to the others students and the instructors.  By 

offering an outlet, such as Twitter, to share course-related and personal thoughts without being 

limited by internet connection and logging into an learning management system (LMS), students 

were able to make connections as they might in an after-class hallway conversation in a 

traditional face-to-face setting (Dunlap & Lowenthal, 2009).  It is this course enhancement and 
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expanded teaching opportunity that provides instant interaction and feedback that will also be 

examined in the SCP course. 

Yammer 

The tool used in the Summer Clinical Practicum (SCP) course instead of Twitter was  

Yammer (see Figure 3).  Yammer, founded in 2008, provides a secure instant text-based 

communication medium.  Security is provided by designing networks and groups that are 

invitation only and membership driven.  Only the administrator of the network can invite users.  

Messages (Yams) are typed on a private message board and instantly sent to all others on that 

network.  Messages are delivered on mobile devices, such as iPods or "smart" phones, and other 

computers where the Yammer application is installed.  This instant delivery and retrieval system 

makes communication less cumbersome than the log in required for the asynchronous 

communication available through Bb.   

In the present study, medical students were each given an iPod Touch to use throughout 

their program of study by the medical school.  For SCP 2011, a Yammer web application was 

installed on student iPods so that messages would be pushed to their devices.  Students had the 

option to post to a main message board (feed), to the group or to direct a message only to the 

instructor.   
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Figure 3 

Sample Yammer page, Yammer.com 

 

 

Computer Mediated Discourse Analysis 

Herring (2004) explains that the text trail left by online communication provides a basis 

for scrutiny and empirical study that verbal communication may not.  It is the communicator‘s 

own expression   in its purest natural state.  Herring (2004) describes Computer Mediated 

Discourse Analysis (CMDA) as the analysis of this trail, its characters, utterances, messages, 

exchanges, threads and archives; it is the analysis of online behavior that is textually and 

empirically based. 

The roots of CMDA are grounded in linguistics communication and rhetoric.  The 

theoretical assumptions underlying CMDA are the same as for linguistic discourse analysis.  

Herring (2004) outlines two (2) assumptions that are shared between CMDA and linguistics 

discourse analysis.  The first assumption is that discourse exhibits recurrent patterns.  Given this 

assumption, the goal of both linguistic and computer mediated discourse analysis is to identify 

patterns that are evident when systematically examined but not obvious.   
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A second assumption is that discourse involves speaker choices.  This assumption is 

critical to the present study because it implies that discourse reflects cognitive and social factors.  

A third assumption Herring (2004) offers is that computer mediated communication can be 

shaped by the technology that is utilized.   

Summary 

The literature supports the need for further investigation of the intersection of community 

of inquiry, its application to an online learning environment, and new social networking 

technology, such as Yammer.  Short, Williams, and Christie (1976) conceptualized social 

presence as a critical attribute of a communication medium that can determine the way people 

interact and communicate.  As their position was challenged and tested by Gunawardena and 

Zittle (1997), it became clear that a user‘s perceived social experience can vary even within the 

same communication medium.  Given the functionality of social networking tools to eliminate or 

drastically reduce response time and consequently increase interaction, the perceived social 

presence may again be more reliant on the medium.  Finally, as Herring (2004) described, the 

analysis of the discourse that occurs in social networks, including some of the newest such as 

Twitter and Yammer, leave a trail that can be analyzed and assessed.  In the present study, the 

use of Yammer in a distance learning course was analyzed and assessed to determine its 

effectiveness and value to both instructor and students. . 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This study focused on two cohorts of first-year medical students.  The medical school 

used to conduct the study is fully accredited and part of a large, four-year Carnegie I research 

institution in the southeastern region of the United States.  The institution‘s main campus is 

located in an urban city with a population of over 180,000.  The city constitutes more than 50% 

of the county.  The surrounding towns and cities are rural.  The medical school, in its outreach to 

these and other rural communities in the state, sends students to designated sites for three weeks 

as part of their Summer Clinical Practicum (SCP) at the end of their first year.  The official 

course description reads:  

The goals and objectives of the SCP course are described as follows:  

A 3-week immersion experience with clinical preceptors in ambulatory settings, 

predominantly in rural areas or areas with underserved patient populations  Goals  include 

understanding the patient as a person; appreciating the concept of a healthcare team; 

understanding how a given community can affect a patient‘s health; and lifelong learning 

through reflection and self-examination.  Some patient history and physical exam skills 

practice.‖ (Liaison Committee on Medical Education-report 2010) 

The sites used for the SCP course include over 20 private practices, hospitals and community 

health centers located in predominantly rural parts of the state.  As noted in Chapter 1, a part of 

the legislative charter for the medical school was a mandate to serve the rural parts of the state.  

As a part of the SCP course, students are required to electronically submit a reflection weekly on 

their experiences at their assigned site.  The required weekly reflections from the Practicum were 

the primary source for the content analysis.  Reflections from the 2010 class are all written 

documents submitted through the school‘s learning management system, Blackboard (Bb), and 

were considered asynchronous communication.  The students from the 2011 Summer Clinical 

Practicum (SCP) class submitted their reflections in the synchronous text chat tool, Yammer.  

Description of Sample 

The two cohorts are close in number and similar in demographics (Tables 1, 2, 3).  There 

were 119 in cohort 2010 and 120 in 2011.  The average age was 27 and the mode was 24.  
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Females outnumbered the males in each cohort.  There were 55% (66) females in cohort 2010 

and 56% (69) in 2011.   

 

 

Table 1 

Comparison of Cohort by Age  

Cohort Year 2010 2011 

Age: Mean 27 27 

Age: Mode 24 24 

Age: Range 29-35 22-40 

Total Students  119 120 

 

 

Table 2 

Comparison of Cohort by Gender 

Gender: Female 66 69 

Gender: Male 53 51 

Total 119 120 
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Table 3 

Comparison of Cohort by Race 

 

  

Race 2010 Cohort 2011 Cohort 

American Indian 2 0 

Asian 14 24 

Black 12 9 

Hispanic 10 10 

White 77 75 

Not Reported 4 2 

Total 119 120 

 

 

Research Design 

This study used Computer Mediated Discourse Analysis (CDMA) (Herring, 2004) to 

reveal patterns within a community of inquiry framework (Garrison et al., 2000) in both of the 

SCP course sections and to test the research hypotheses.  The CDMA design was chosen to gain 

insight from different perspectives into a central phenomenon−presence (Crewsell, 2002; Stake, 

2006; Yin, 2003).  Three types of presence are a part of the community of inquiry framework: 

cognitive, teaching and social.  Computer mediated discourse analysis was utilized to examine 

and code each type separately and compare means of each type of interaction between the two 

groups- LMS (Blackboard)/Cohort 2010 and Microblogging (Yammer)/Cohort 2011.  To 

determine if differences in means were significant, three (3) chi-square tests were run-one per 

interaction type between each group.   

Shea, et al. (2010) pieced together rubrics based on empirical data from studies 

conducted by Garrison, Anderson and Archer (2000).  This study used their synthesized 

collection to code all three (3) types (Appendix B).  The unit of analysis was a single message.   

Variables 

The independent variable (IV) for the study was learning environment (LE).  For this 

study, the LMS–Blackboard was considered standard LE for online courses and Yammer was 

considered the ―treatment‖ or intervention.  Data for the dependent variables (DV)-interaction 
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types (1) learner-instructor/teaching presence, (2) learner-learner/social presence, and (3) 

learner-content/cognitive presence, were measured by frequency counts within each interaction 

type (Table 6) and then a mean was calculated across all indicators for each interaction type.  

Given that both the DV and IV are nominal variables, a chi-square test to determine significance 

was chosen for non-parametric analysis.  Chi-square tests were run to determine differences 

across the two cohorts. 

Data Collection 

Two types of data were collected for this study.  The primary data source was the weekly 

reflection assignments submitted for SCP in 2010 and 2011.  Prior consent by the students to use 

their submissions was not requested as the course was completed before the study was 

undertaken.  However, permission was granted by the instructor for the researcher to review all 

assignments after they were de-identified with  names and identifying material removed by a 

third party.  The instructor agreed to be interviewed so that information might be gathered about 

the decision to switch technologies, as well as to determine both the expected and actual benefits 

and the perceived success of the use of Yammer.  The instructor for the courses was the same 

person for both the 2010 and 2011 cohorts.   

Permission to interview and survey students was not granted. The Medical school‘s 

administration expressed that the students were asked too frequently to participate in surveys and 

that they were not going to support the research‘s request. Finally, the online learning 

environments for both courses were explored.  The course had separate course websites each 

year as part of the university‘s learning management system−Blackboard (Bb).   

After permission was given by the instructor to review and use data, Human Subjects 

clearance was granted to analyze de-identified student assignments, student posts, instructor 

posts and report findings without any identifying information of patients, doctors or practicum 

site locations.  All data was given to researcher de-identified to honor Human Subjects clearance 

and to assure the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) 

(Appendix A). 

The first phase of data collection was to extract all posts from 2011 Yammer forums.  

This step included copying and pasting all entries from 120 students, one (1) instructor and one 

(1) Office of Medical Education support personnel to an Excel sheet. Posts were separated by 

student groups formed by time period of practicum. Each post was on a separate row marked by 
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content of post and an indication of reply. Each group was on a different sheet of the Excel 

workbook. The final reflection paper for the 2011 cohort was extracted from the Bb site, de-

identified and given to researcher on a compact disk (cd). Data for the 2010 cohort consisted of 

announcements and assignments posted by instructor or assistant on Bb and student final 

reflection papers submitted also on Bb.   

Data Analysis 

The analysis took part in two phases: (1) descriptive statistics outlining the number and 

length of messages, frequency counts of each interaction type, category and indicator, and (2) 

inferential statistics with one chi-square test per interaction type between two groups-cohort 

2010/LMS and cohort 2011/Microblogging. 

A coding rubric developed by Shea, et al. (2010) for cognitive, teaching and social 

presence (Appendix B) was used to code all Yammer posts and documents submitted by both 

cohorts.  Frequencies were tabulated for each type of interaction learner-instructor/teaching 

presence, learner-learner/social presence and learner content/cognitive presence, each category 

within each type and all indicators within each category (see Tables 8, 10, and 12). 

The next step in the analysis was to determine the effect of learning environment on a 

community of inquiry, as defined by teaching, social and cognitive presence.  This step included 

running independent chi-square tests for each interaction type to compare the means between the 

learning environments.  Significance at a .05 level was used to reject or accept the null 

hypotheses to determine if there was a significant statistical difference in prevalence of teaching, 

social and or cognitive presence between the microblogging (Yammer) or  the learning 

management system (Blackboard). 

Summary 

The researcher compared course-related communication among two, demographically 

similar groups of first-year medical students.  The two cohorts took the same course taught by 

the same instructor, and both groups completed the same assignments.  The major difference 

between the two classes was the learning environment utilized.  In the first cohort, labeled 

Summer of 2010, the students used the learning management system, Blackboard for all course 

communication.  The 2011 cohort used a relatively new microblogging tool, Yammer, as their 

communication technology.  ―The switch from LMS to microblogging, was to help facilitate 
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easier, more frequent and instant communication among students and‖ (interview with the 

instructor) the instructor.   

Data for the study consisted of written assignments submitted by the 2010 cohort and 

text-based chat from the 2011 cohort.  Both were coded using a rubric developed by Shea, et.al 

2010 that identifies indicators of teaching, social and cognitive presence.  A comparison of 

communication patterns among students in SCP 2010 and students in SCP 2011 determined if 

interaction and presence differed significantly between utilizing an LMS and microblogging.  

Three types of interactions and presence were coded, tabulated and statistically analyzed to 

distinguish a statistical difference existed between the two learning environments and among the 

interaction types.  

By utilizing quantitative computer mediated discourse analysis (CMDA) to measure 

frequency and content of posts made in a microblogging forum and comparing them to 

assignments submitted to a learning management system (Blackboard) within the three 

interaction types and presence: learner-instructor (TP), learner-learner (SP) and learner content 

(CP), the researcher attempted to determine if microblogging facilitates a community of inquiry 

more than the use of an LMS.  Independent chi-square tests were used  to compare interaction 

types between cohort 2010 (LMS) and cohort 2011 (microblogging).   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

 

The results are presented in summary in the overview, next separated by learning 

environments, followed by descriptive data, and then by the three (3) research questions.  The 

first of the five sections after the summary describes the findings from a review of the design and 

functionality of the two learning environments used in SCP 2010 and SCP 2011: Blackboard, the 

Learning Management System (LMS) in the Summer session of 2010 and Yammer, the 

microblogging (M) tool in the Summer of 2011.  The second of the five sections outlines all the 

descriptive data that define the context for the rest of the results.  The last three sections are 

separated by research question and therefore present findings from each interaction type and 

aspect of ―presence‖ as defined by the Community of Inquiry model (Garrison, et al. 2000).   

Overview 

The descriptive statistics define a strong difference in frequency for the learner-learner 

interactions between the microblogging and the learning management systems.  Chi square 

calculations reveal a significant difference in the learner-learner/social presence aspect between 

microblogging and the LMS (Table 4).  Although the other two interaction types, learner-

instructor and leaner-content were not significantly different, they were more prevalent than 

learner-learner interactions in the LMS than in M, when comparing percentages of the total 

number of interactions within each learning environment. 

 

 

Table 4 

Chi square per interaction type 

Interaction type L-I/TP L-L/SP L-C/CP 

Chi square X
2
 (2, N = 53) = 

3.41 

X
2
 (2, N = 123) = 

40.66* 

X
2
 (2, N = 123) = 

3.47 

*statistically significant  
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Online Learning Environments 

Learning management system: Blackboard course websites 

To gain insight into  the independent variable-learning environment (LE), a review of 

each course website was completed to establish how the course was designed and how it differed 

from one cohort to the other.  Both course websites were hosted by the University‘s learning 

management system, Blackboard.  During the summer session of 2010, version 8.3 of 

Blackboard was utilized.  This version had fewer features available than version 9 which was 

used by the Summer 2011 cohort.  Course website review was completed in the Spring term of 

2012.  Screenshots (see Figures 4, 5, 6) reflect version 9.1-the version currently in place.  

Although the version was slightly different, the screenshots vary only by aesthetics and not 

course structure, which includes navigation, assignment placement and content.  

The course navigation of the 2010 and 2011 course websites (Figure 4) differ in the order 

of areas and organization of content within.   

 

 

2010 2011 

  

Figure 4 

Course (LMS) menu of each cohort’s Blackboard course website 

 

 

 The Assignments area differs in function between the 2010 and 2011 sites. 

The Assignments area in the 2010 site (Figure 5) is separated by weeks.  Each week‘s folder has 

all course materials and a link to submit that week‘s reflection. (Figure 6).  The primary purpose 
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of the Assignment area in the 2011 site (Figure 5) was to house all readings, podcasts and video 

links required to prior to completing weekly reflections.  The reflections were posted on the 

Yammer site. 

 

 

2010 2011 

  

Figure 5 

Assignments area in each course website 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 

Items within one week’s Assignment folder in 2010 Blackboard course website 
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Microblogging: Yammer 

Interactions were among fellow group members, instructor, and two assistants.  The 

assistants made entries that expressed logistics, due dates, and proper posting procedures.  The 

instructor posted assignments, articulated prompts to be answered by students in their reflections 

and a few comments.  Students were required to make weekly entries in response to the 

instructor posts.  A sample is depicted in Figure 7. 

The Yammer site was divided into five groups.  There were approximately 20-25 students 

in each group.  The instructor expressed that the intention for smaller groups was to facilitate 

more discussion.   
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Figure 7 

Sample interaction in Yammer group 

 

 

Descriptive 

This section outlines the number and length of messages, and frequency counts of each 

interaction type.  Initially, the response time was going to be reported but after examining the 

data, the researcher discovered the hour in which the entry was made was available and not the 

minute. For example, 9:00, 9:00, 10:00, instead of 9:15, 9:20, 10:10.  Consequently, response 

time was not calculated.   

The unit of analysis was a message.  One message equates to one reflection submitted in 

Blackboard, one post on Yammer, one reply, and each single announcement.  Since the study 
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looked at what type of interaction was promoted by each message, all messages are referred to as 

interactions in the tables.  First the total number interactions per LE are reported (Table 5) and 

each total is broken down into the number of interactions per type among each LE (Table 6).  

Only one interaction type was assigned to each instance.   

 

 

Table 5 

Total number of interactions and average word count by cohort and learning environment (LE) 

Cohort LE Total #  Avg. word count 

2010 LMS 355 356 

2011 M 768 163 

 

 

Table 6 

Breakdown of interaction types by cohort and learning environment (LE) 

Cohort LE Total #  L-I/TP L-L/SP L-C/CP 

2010 LMS 355 23 (6.48%) 6 (1.69%) 326 (91.83%) 

2011 M 768 30 (3.82%) 117 (14.89%) 621 (79.01%) 

 

Descriptive data gave the researcher a quantitative representation of the learning environments as 

well as the number and types of interactions within.  This technical description needed a 

qualitative component to compliment and expand understanding of the interactions and how they 

related to the course goals.  

Observations 

 After descriptive data was calculated, the interactions were reviewed for themes and 

congruence to course goals and objectives-outlined below.   

A 3-week immersion experience with clinical preceptors in ambulatory settings, 

predominantly in rural areas or areas with underserved patient populations  Goals  include 

understanding the patient as a person; appreciating the concept of a healthcare team; 

understanding how a given community can affect a patient‘s health; and lifelong learning 
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through reflection and self-examination.‖  (Liaison Committee on Medical Education-

report 2010) 

The interactions were in response to the same prompts and resources in both cohorts.  Required 

resources included two videos, one podcast and one article.  The interactions that stemmed from 

these materials expressed opinions and personal experiences about race, gender, community 

influence, and living your best life.  Students were asked to relate the content of the resources to 

their Practicum experiences.  Both cohorts expressed their personal opinions, but the 2010 

cohort, who used only Blackboard, also wrote about how the content related to the material-more 

than the 2011 cohort who used Yammer.  This observation provided insight to the higher 

percentage learner-content interactions in Blackboard (LMS) than in Yammer (M) (see Table 6, 

11).   

 The assignments, along with the materials, were the same in both cohorts.  However, the 

2011 Yammer group was encouraged to post reflections that could inspire discussion.  As with 

several published best practices for online discussion (Goldman, 2011), because the discussion 

portion was not structured nor required, but only encouraged, direct replies from student to 

student was less than a quarter of the learner to learner interactions as noted in Table 10: Open 

Communication, Referring explicitly to others' messages (LMS-0/6, M-25/117). 

The five areas mentioned in the goal statement (1) understanding the patient as a person, 

(2) appreciating the concept of a healthcare team, (3) understanding how a given community can 

affect a patient‘s health, and (4) lifelong learning through reflection and self-examination, were 

evident in both cohorts.  The five areas were used as predetermined points of observation.  The 

first point of understanding patient as a person was evident in both cohorts and learning 

environments, but more in the 2011 Yammer group.  The tone of reflections that conveyed 

sympathy and empathy were not only more casual, but also more detailed and larger in word 

count in the Yammer 2011 cohort than in the 2010 Blackboard group.  Points two and three are 

similar and consequently difficult to discern the difference in many posts or reflections.  The 

healthcare team, as many posts noted in both cohorts, included the community.  Given the 

mission of the medical school to design outreach into the rural communities with hope of 

students being future physicians in similar communities and consequently the SCP placement of 

both cohorts, the expectation was to read more revelations or connections made to points two and 

three, that was not evident in the frequency count among any of the three interaction types 
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(Tables 8, 10, 12).  Lifelong learning and self-reflection are grouped as the last goal, but are two 

distinct goals that should be measured separately.  Evidence of lifelong learning or an expressed 

desire to continue exploring certain aspects of medicine was rare.  The few instances when 

students would write about their intention to follow up with a concept in their third year of 

school when they are back in the community, was more directly related, and therefore coded as 

learner-content interactions that made connections to and synthesized the content with a 

practicum experience.  The self-reflection portion, however, of goal four, was a clear and large 

expectation of the course and therefore worked into the design of the course by assignments.  

Interaction Types 

This section outlines findings as they related to three research questions.  Each describes 

one interaction type and facet of ―presence‖ within a Community of Inquiry framework 

(Garrison, et al. 2000).  Chi square independence tests were run on results from each interaction 

type between learning environments to determine statistical significance.  The research questions 

were as follows. 

1. Is there a significant difference in learner-instructor (teaching presence-TP) 

interaction between discourse conducted in a learning management system (LMS) or 

microblogging? 

2. Is there a significant difference in learner-learner (social presence-SP) interaction 

between discourse conducted in a learning management system (LMS) or 

microblogging? 

3. Is there a significant difference in learner-content (cognitive presence-CP) interaction 

between discourse conducted in a learning management system (LMS) or 

microblogging (M)? 

Learner-Instructor Interaction/Teaching presence 

Of the three types of interactions, there was minimal evidence of learner-instructor 

interactions.  There were seven (7) more instances of the instructor sharing information or 

commenting in the Yammer learning environment than in the 2010 Blackboard site (Table 7).  
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Table 7 

Frequency and mean of learner-instructor interactions by cohort and learning environment (LE) 

Cohort LE Freq. Mean 

2010 LMS 23 5.75 

2011 M 30 7.5 

 

 

The chi square analysis for L-I interactions between LMS and M was X
2
 (2, N = 53) = 

3.41, p < .05.  The minimum for significance at .05 is 5.69.  Therefore, the L-I chi square result 

is not statistically significant because it is not greater than 5.69. 
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Table 8 Count by interaction type Learner-Instructor (L-I): Teaching presence (TP), 

categories  

 
Category Code Indicator LMS M 

Design and 

Organization 

DE Setting curriculum 3 0 

Designing methods 0 0 

Establishing time parameters 3 6 

Utilizing medium effectively 0 0 

Establishing netiquette 5 6 

Making macro-level comments 10 8 

DE Total   21 20 

Facilitating 

discourse 

FD Identifying areas of agreement/disagreement 0 0 

Seeking to reach consensus 0 0 

Encouraging acknowledging or reinforcing 2 6 

Setting climate for learning 0 0 

Drawing in participants 0 0 

Presenting follow-up topics for discussion 0 0 

Focusing discussion on specific topics 0 0 

Summarizing discussion 0 0 

FD Total   2 6 

Direct 

instruction 

DI Providing valuable analogies 0 0 

Offering useful illustrations 0 0 

Conductive supportive demonstrations 0 0 

Supplying clarifying information 0 0 

Making explicit reference to outside material 0 0 

DI Total   0 0 

Assessment AS Giving formative feedback for discussion 0 0 

Providing formative feedback for other 0 0 

Delivering summative feedback for 0 0 

Supplying summative feedback for other 0 0 

Soliciting formative assessment on course 0 0 

Soliciting summative assessment on course 0 4 

AS Total   0 4 

L-I/TP Total   23 30 

 

 

Examples of learner-instructor interactions 

The examples in this section were selected based on the highest difference in frequency 

between LMS and M for an indicator within a particular category.  Shea (2010) defines the third 

indicator within the Facilitating Discourse category (Tables 8 and B3) as, ―Encouraging, 

acknowledging or reinforcing student contributions, Acknowledges student participation in the 
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course, e.g., replied in a positive encouraging manner to student submissions.‖  These 

interactions were coded as FD3.  There were more instances of FD3 in the Microblogging 

category (6) than in the LMS (2).   

 

A Learner-Instructor interaction example from Yammer (M) 

Student entry 

Last week working in continued to open my eyes to the challenges of working in 

the healthcare profession in a rural area. Hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and 

obesity make up the lethal triad that plagues the area, killing the population 

slowly while the pharmaceutical companies profit from the mountains of 

medications maintaining their lives. I don't know if it is genuine ignorance or just 

plain laziness that makes these conditions so prevalent. I heard a patient say last 

week, "they say walking takes weight off, but I don't know doc... does it really 

work?" Certainly, the hearty Southern traditions of sweet tea and fried and 

buttered aren't helping this epidemic. As a first year medical student, and an 

outsider to this culture, what can I do to change centuries of culinary traditions? 

Instructor‘s response 

I'm not sure what you can do, but the traditions have been there for many years 

without the obesity. What else is going on? 
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Learner-Learner Interaction/Social Presence 

The frequency of L-L interactions and LMS (117) and M (6) produced the greatest 

difference among the three types of interactions (Table 6).  The chi square analysis resulted in X
2
 

(2, N = 123) = 40.66, p < .05, and therefore was statistically significant.  

 

 

Table 9 

Frequency and mean of learner-learner interactions by cohort and learning environment (LE) 

Cohort LE Freq. Mean 

2010 LMS 6 1.5 

2011 M 117 35.25 
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Table 10 

Count by interaction type Learner-Learner (L-L): Social presence (SP), categories and 

indicators (Shea et al., 2010) 

Categories Code Indicators LMS M 

Affective  AF Expressing emotions 0 11 

Use of humor 0 6 

Self-disclosure 0 4 

Use of unconventional expressions to 0 0 

Expressing value 0 3 

AF Total   0 24 

Open 

communication  

OC Continuing a thread 0 0 

Quoting from others' messages 0 5 

Referring explicitly to others' messages 0 25 

Asking questions 0 3 

Complimenting expressing appreciation 0 11 

Expressing agreement 0 7 

Expressing disagreement 0 3 

Personal advice 0 1 

OC Total   0 55 

Group Cohesion  CH Vocatives 0 3 

Addresses or refers to the group using 0 0 

Phatics, salutations and greetings 0 21 

Social sharing 0 3 

Course reflection 6 11 

GH Total   6 38 

L-L/SP Total   6 117 

 

 

Examples of learner-learner interactions 

These examples are of instances in the group cohesion category.  The only indicator 

within learner-learner interaction type that M and LMS both had recorded instances was course 

reflection.  Shea (2010) defines course reflection within the learner-learner interaction type as 

reflection about course content which promotes group interaction and helps promote connections 

between members. 
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Student entry from Cohort 2011 

While SCP was incredibly rewarding and I worked with an amazing doctor and 

saw lots of interesting things, I have to say the whole experience has left me with 

a bit more unease about our healthcare system. Did that happen to anyone else? 

 

Student Response to Student entry above 

Yes, it is sad indeed 

Learner-Content Interaction/Cognitive Presence 

The chi square analysis for L-C interactions between LMS and M was X
2
 (2, N = 123) = 3.47, p 

< .05.  The difference in frequency between LMS and M was 305 interactions.  Despite the large 

difference, L-C interactions were most prominent by percentage within each LE (LMS-92% and 

M 79%). 

 

 

Table 11 

Frequency and mean of learner-content interactions by cohort and learning environment (LE) 

Cohort LE Freq. Mean 

2010 LMS 326 91 

2011 M 621 154.5 
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Table 12 

Message count by interaction type: Learner-Content (L-C): Cognitive presence (CP), categories 

and indicators (Shea et al., 2010) 

 

 

Examples of learner-content interactions 

 The examples in this section were selected based on the highest difference in frequency 

between LMS and M for an indicator within a particular category.  The connections, solutions 

and synthesis indicator, within the integration category (Table 12) is defined by Shea (2010) as 

integrating information from more than one source.  

 

Student entry from Cohort 2011 

Empathy, trust and compassion were all reminders and learned lessons of the importance 

of beyond the biopsychosocial aspect.  A physician should care for the emotional, mental 

and physical needs of their patients regardless of their status quo, education, disability, 

and illness.  This experience was such a drastic experience that I had at my preceptor‘s 

clinic, which consisted mainly of addiction, prescriptions, and ADHD with little to no 

Category Code Indicators LMS M 

Triggering event TE Recognizing problem 0 0 

Sense of Puzzlement 0 0 

TE Total   0 0 

Exploration EX Exploration within the online community 0 5 

Exploration within a single message 9 3 

Information exchange 43 97 

Suggestions for consideration 0 0 

Leaps to conclusion 7 9 

Integration among group members 0 0 

EX Total   59 114 

Integration IN Integration with a single message 0 0 

Connecting ideas 0 0 

Connections solutions-synthesis 262 407 

Vicarious application to real world testing solutions 0 0 
IN Total   262 407 

Resolution/Application RE Defending solution 0 0 

RE Total   0 0 

L-C/CP Total   321 621 
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care about the person.  I really enjoyed caring for the patients and hope to never lose the 

empathy, trust and compassion that is so important for the physician-patient relationship.  

 

Student entry from Cohort 2010 

My physiology and biochemistry classes helped me to have a lot of epiphany moments. 

Things were coming together. I could easily see why certain questions had to be asked 

and why there was an order to asking certain other questions. I was assured by my third 

year companion that the learning curve is indeed steep and that I have yet to journey even 

halfway up its slippery sloop. He told me that with the knowledge I have, I was ahead of 

the game from his stand point. That statement encouraged me a lot, but nonetheless I felt 

in over my head some days.  

 

 

Table 13 

Percentage difference among interaction types by LE  

 L-I L-L L-C 

LMS 6.48 1.69 91.83 

M 3.82 14.89 79.01 

Difference 2.66 -13.2 12.82 

 

 

Summary 

This study produced evidence of interactions between learners and their instructor, other 

learners and the course content.  The frequency, categorization and chi square statistics allow the 

researcher to quantify evidence of teaching, social and cognitive presence; all facets of an online 

community of inquiry.  Given the findings, the researcher was only able to reject the null 

hypothesis of research question #2.  There was a statistically significant difference, at the .05 

level, in the learner-learner interactions between the LMS and M.  The other two types of 

interactions were not statistically significant but, unlike learner-learner interactions, they were 

more prevalent in the LMS learning environment than the Microblogging learning environment 

of Yammer.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

 

The purpose of this study was to explore if utilizing microblogging or a learning 

management system for an academic course influenced interaction and facilitated a community 

of inquiry in an online course, in the present study, a first-year medical education course.  

According to the Community of Inquiry (Garrison and Archer, 2000) framework, effective 

learning occurs within a community where three elements interact: teaching presence (TP), 

cognitive presence (CP), and social presence (SP) (Figure 1).  Teaching presence is defined by 

the interaction and exchange between a learner and an instructor (L-I); whereas social presence is 

the exchange between peers, or learner-learner (L-L) interaction.  Finally, cognitive presence is 

defined by evidence of a student demonstrating understanding of course content or learner-

content (L-C) interaction.  This study produced evidence of all three interaction types and 

consequently, evidence of the three types of presence necessary to establish an online community 

of inquiry. 

By using computer mediated discourse analysis (CMDA) to measure frequency and the 

content of posts made in a microblogging forum and compare them to assignments submitted via 

a learning management system, the researcher was able to quantify and statistically test whether 

or not the results were due to chance.  This summary offers a rationale of the results and then 

provides recommendations for future research. 

As microblogging tools like Twitter and now Yammer become more prevalent, and as 

students from the Millennial generation and those who will follow them  continue to increase 

their enrollment in online courses, instructors and instructional designers need more information 

about how  technology  such as Twitter/Yammer, affects the online learning experience.  At 

present, little empirical research has been conducted to assess learner and instructor experiences 

using these communication tools.  This study adds to the literature and expands the pool of 

information available to assess the functionality and potential pedagogy related to the integration 

of microblogging technology in the teaching of online courses and potentially, any course, 

including face-to-face courses. 
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The implementation of Yammer to facilitate course-related communication was the 

primary difference between two Summer Clinical Practicum (SCP) courses offered in in a 

medical school located in the Southeastern U. S. during the Summer, 2010 and the Summer, 

2011.  A new addition to the course, the communication tool, Yammer, was viewed as a new 

intervention in the class.  The change in instructional delivery, Yammer, was used to compare 

outcomes between Yammer and the Learning Management System (LMS) tool-Blackboard.  In 

the study, specific differences in frequency of learner-instructor (teaching presence), learner-

learner (social presence) and learner-content (cognitive presence) interaction indictors, as 

defined by Shea, et. al. 2010 (see Appendix B: Tables B2, B3 and B4), were measured. 

A triangulation of data revealed that although there was a statistically significant 

difference in the learner-learner (social presence-SP) interaction between learning management 

system (LMS) and microblogging (M), that the difference was due in part to (1) the instructor 

had not implemented  the use of a similar tool that was available in the LMS (Blackboard) that 

would have promoted more social exchange and (2) the more casual nature of the exchanges 

while microblogging in the early stages of the course.  The breakdown of categories and 

indicators (see Tables 8, 10 and 12) allowed a more granular comparison of interaction types.   

The frequency of L-L interactions in the 2011 Yammer cohort constituted approximately 

13% more of the interactions than were present in the 2010 LMS cohort.  However, the Learner -

Instructor and Learner Content interactions were more prevalent in the 2010 LMS (Blackboard) 

cohort than they were in the 2011 M (Yammer) learning environment (see Table 9).  Although 

social presence was more evident in the Yammer learning environment, teaching presence and 

cognitive presence, as the high percentage of occurrence indicated (Table 6), were not 

minimalized by the use of a new technology-Yammer. 

In reviewing the result of the study, there were limited differences between the responses and 

transactions between the cohort that used Yammer in 2011 and the cohort who used Blackboard 

in 2010.  There were similar tools in Blackboard that might have been similar to Yammer but the 

instructor either was not aware of these tools or chose not to use them.  At the same time, 

Yammer was perceived to be more convenient by both the instructor and the students.  Several 

theories discussed earlier in the paper seem relevant to these results and merit a brief discussion 

here in the final chapter. Specifically, transactional distance and community of inquiry are of 

note here. Transactional Distance 
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In his model of transactional distance (TD), Moore contended that distance education is 

"the mutual action between teachers and students, in environments whose uniqueness is 

separation from each other, and as a result exhibit unique behavior patterns of distance 

education" (Moore & Kearsley, 2005, p. 224).  The physical distance in distance education, but 

not present in traditional education, results in a communication and a psychological gap with the 

potential for disrupted communication and misunderstanding between learners and the 

educator/instructor.  Moore (1989) added that dialogue and course structure are two variables 

that decrease TD and increase learning effectiveness.  The increased frequency of learner-learner 

interactions in Yammer is an example of increased dialogue.  The course structure, to which 

Moore referred, refers to  the information pushed out or delivered to the students, as was 

accomplished through microblogging with Yammer.  By comparison, in the 2010 cohort, 

students had to log in to the LMS (Blackboard) and interact with the system to either retrieve 

comments or deliver their comments or questions.  The use of a microblogging tool, such as 

Yammer, was found to decrease TD and promote the social presence aspect of a community of 

inquiry because of the instantaneous nature of Yammer. 

Moore (1989) also described that learner-content interaction is considered a 

distinguishing strength of all distance education.  This process refers to students' intellectual 

interactions with content in a class that result in changes in understanding, perceptions, and 

cognitive structures.  When a student reads a text and engages in an internal dialogue about its 

content, they are practicing guided didactic conversations and/or interaction with the content.  By 

engaging with the content, the student is changed or altered in some way, usually by gaining new 

knowledge and even thinking how to use that knowledge.  The higher percentage of Learner 

Content (L-C) interactions (91.83%) and greater depth of reflections, as evidenced by higher 

average word count (356) in the LMS experience, is  evidence of a greater understanding of 

course content.  

Community of Inquiry (CoI) 

Another concept introduced earlier in the study was community of inquiry.  Chen (2001) 

validated and  Shea (2006) later confirmed that instructor-learner (L-I) interaction or a strong 

active presence by  the instructor can significantly reduce students' transactional distance, as well 

as feelings of psychological isolation and can serve to increase students' sense of connectedness 

and learning in the class.  The current research supports that the minimal evidence of Teaching 
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Presence (TP) in both the learning environments was a key issue in the CoI framework.  Where 

TP is present, it facilitates a more effective and conducive learning environment.   

The data in this study also supports Shea's  study (2006) in which it was  demonstrated 

that all three factors of TP were significant in predicting sense of community and reiterated 

the findings of previous studies that instructional design and organization, facilitation of 

discourse, and direct instruction significantly influence online course quality and effectiveness.  

For example, Garrison and Anderson (2003) explained that facilitating discourse and 

direct instruction leads to intellectual and pedagogical leadership.  Instructors can accomplish 

this teaching strategy by integrating research, introducing students to discipline-specific nuances, 

scaffolding, and modeling the characteristics of an engaged, self-directed lifelong learner.  The 

instructor of the Summer Clinical Practicum only offered two of six posts over a three week span 

in which she commented on student posts or elaborated on a concept.  Consequently the 

instructor showed very little pedagogical leadership.  Regardless of whether Yammer or 

Blackboard was used as the delivery platform, an engaged and engaging instructor must be 

present.  Put another way, no matter how big or powerful the engine, if the driver is not skilled, 

the car will not perform well.   

Clearly, one strong recommendation to result from this study is that technology, in and of 

itself, is not sufficient to create a good interactive instructional experience.  In this case, Yammer 

may have been even more powerful a medium that it was had the instructor tried it out before the 

class.  Or even during the class, opportunities may have been available to engage the students to 

a greater extent than they were as reported in the data.  At the least, for future classes, practice in 

the Yammer environment might be very useful to instructors in general.  Until one is familiar 

with a new medium, it is quite possible that the medium, like either Yammer or Blackboard, will 

not be fully engaged.  

While some studies have suggested that well-designed courses negate the need for the 

presence of an instructor in graduate level courses (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2005), other studies 

suggest that the course structure and instructors are critical to the establishment of Teaching 

Presence (TP) (Jefferies, Grodzinsky, & Griffin,  2003; Marks, Sibley, & Arbaugh, 2005; 

Vonderwell, 2004).  Garrison and colleagues (2000) proposed that in order for cognitive 

presence to be effective, it should be applied through the four phases of Dewey‘s (1933) practical 

inquiry model, and typically requires an enhanced teaching presence.  The four phases include 
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(1) a triggering event, where some issue or problem is identified for further inquiry; (2) 

exploration, where students explore the issue both individually and corporately through critical 

reflection and discourse; (3) integration, where learners construct meaning from the ideas 

developed during exploration and (4) resolution, where learners apply the newly gained 

knowledge to educational contexts or workplace settings.  The use of self-reports aligns with 

characteristics of the Col framework and assesses the private thinking and learning of students as 

evidence of Cognitive Presence (CP).  Using a validated self-report instrument such as the one 

used in this study, provides  an accurate understanding of the higher order thinking that should 

occurs  in both the microblogging and learning management system learning environments. 

Recommendations for future research 

Recommendations for further study include options for expanding on the current study 

and conducting similar research with an expanded population in number of students and a range 

of disciplines.  It would be beneficial to know if an increased amount of TP coupled with the 

increased capacity for SP in microblogging would facilitate a community of inquiry or positively 

impact student performance.    

A future comparison and extension of the present study would be to compare the 2011 

cohort and the 2012 cohort who will also be using Yammer.  In such a study, course satisfaction 

and performance data could be added as variables.  They were  not included in the present study.  

This new study would allow further investigation of Moore and Kearsley‘s (2005) claim of 

increased learner satisfaction.  In addition to expanding this study at the present location, further 

comparisons could be made at other institutions to see if similar results emerge. 

Implications 

 As Shea (2006) determined that all three interaction types are necessary, this study also 

supports the claim that not only are all three necessary, but also supports the claim that the 

technology used, in the present case,  Yammer, was not the determining factor of prevalence.  

Effective and appropriate use of an LMS, Microblogging tool or any other tool will be  in the  

impact of the toll on learning and the development of an online community of inquiry.  As noted 

earlier, however, it is not just the tool or platform (LMS, microblog or some other tool) is only as 

useful as the instructor employing it.   Without practice and prolonged engagement with the tool, 

the full extent and potential benefits of any new technology cannot be known.   
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 For the future, it is hoped that instructional designers and instructors can use the results of 

this study, as well as previous related research  to help formulate or revise online courses.  

Faculty development opportunities should parallel the use of these technologies.  Effective 

online course design and effective online teaching strategies must go hand-in-hand to be 

successful. 

Summary 

This study helped determine that microblogging tools could better facilitate learner- 

learner interactions and help to foster a community of inquiry.  However, as the literature 

suggests  (Baggerly, 2002; Garrison & Archer, 2000; Moore, 2005) and the results support, that 

all three types of interactions must be abundantly present to foster a community of inquiry 

regardless of learning platform or tools  (She 2006).  Communication may have been more 

convenient with the microblogging technology but without learner-instructor interactions to 

foster   information transactions, students interactions are limited to course content and are 

equivalent to a one-way transmission of information that does not build a community of inquiry 

and exploit the opportunity for greater engagement.   

As microblogging tools like Twitter and Yammer become more prevalent, more and 

more students will engage with these technologies and expect to use these tools in class as well 

as in their social networks.  As the development of new tools continue instructors and 

instructional designers will need to continue research on the emerging technology, and to study 

the best use of these features and the appropriate and effective use of the technology for 

pedagogic purposes in online courses. It is sincerely hoped that this study has added  to the pool 

of information available to assess the functionality and pedagogy of integrating microblogging 

technology into teaching online courses 
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APPENDIX A 

From: Human Subjects [mailto:humansubjects@magnet.fsu.edu]  

Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 8:54 AM 

To: Johnson, Mary 

Cc: Littles, Alma 

Subject: Use of Human Subjects in Research - Approval Memorandum 

Office of the Vice President For Research Human Subjects Committee Tallahassee, Florida 

32306-2742 

(850) 644-8673 • FAX (850) 644-4392 

APPROVAL MEMORANDUM (for change in research protocol) 

Date: 10/21/2011 

To: Mary Johnson 

Address: 1115 West Call St., Tallahassee, FL 32306 

Dept.: COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 

From: Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair 

Re: Use of Human Subjects in Research (Approval for Change in Protocol) 

Project entitled: Qualitative Analysis of Medical Student Reflections on Learning Process 

The form that you submitted to this office in regard to the requested change/amendment to 

your research protocol for the above-referenced project has been reviewed and approved. 

If the project has not been completed by 3/29/2012, you must request a renewal of approval 

for continuation of the project. As a courtesy, a renewal notice will be sent to you prior to your 

expiration date; however, it is your responsibility as the Principal Investigator to timely request 

renewal of your approval from the Committee. 

By copy of this memorandum, the chairman of your department and/or your major professor 

is reminded that he/she is responsible for being informed concerning research projects involving 

human subjects in the department, and should review protocols as often as needed to insure that 

the project is being conducted in compliance with our institution and with DHHS regulations. 

This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection. The 

Assurance Number is FWA00000168/IRB number IRB00000446. 

Cc: Alma Littles, Chair HSC No. 2011.7218 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Table B1 

Research questions and related null hypothesis  

Research question  Null hypothesis 

Is there a significant difference in learner-instructor (LI)/ teaching 

presence (TP) interaction in a learning management system (LMS) and 

microblogging (M)? 

There is no statistical difference of LI/TP 

between LMS and M. 

H0: TP lms = TPm 

Is there a significant difference in learner-instructor (LI)/ social 

presence (SP) interaction in a learning management system (LMS) and 

microblogging (M)? 

There is no statistical difference of LI/SP 

between LMS and M. 

H0: SP lms = SPm 

Is there a significant difference in learner-instructor (LI)/ cognitive 

presence (CP) interaction in a learning management system (LMS) and 

microblogging (M)? 

There is no statistical difference of LI/CP 

between LMS and M. 

H0: CP lms = CPm 
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Table B2 

Sample data and coding 

 

Data LE length Int. Cat. Ind. 

―Over the past week many of the patients whom with I had the 

privilege to interact had type II diabetes mellitus. Whether or not 

each patient considered themselves healthy seemed to hinge on 

their symptoms. Those whose blood work revealed poorly 

controlled diabetes but no other symptoms seemed to feel and think 

they were healthy. Those patients who were experiencing other 

symptoms such as neuropathy were much more inclined to accept 

that their health may not be at its max potential. From this 

perspective and this condition it seems that one's perception of 

health depends on how they feel‖ 

M 99 CP E
X

   E
x
p
lo

ratio
n

 

Information 

exchange 
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Table B2: Continued 

Sample data and coding 

 

Data LE length Int.  Cat. Ind. 

―There were a few children who showed little to no improvement 

upon the follow-up exam.  The doctor re-evaluated those cases and 

often changed the diagnosis and the treatment plan. In the 

Doctoring 103 course Dr. (deleted) lectured about critical thinking 

in medicine. In that lecture he emphasized the importance of the 

follow-up exam in re-testing your hypothesis. It was very 

interesting to see this occur in real life and I definitely appreciate 

the value of the follow-up exam.‖ 

LMS 78 CP (IN
) In

teg
ratio

n
 

Connecting ideas, synthesis 
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Table B3 

Coding scheme for teaching presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

 

Categories Indicators Code Definition 

Design and 

organization 

Setting curriculum and 

communicating assessment 

methods to be used in the course 

DE1 Communicates important e.g. documentation of course goals, 

topics rubrics and instructor expectations 

 Designing methods DE2 Provides clear instructions (delete: and expectations) how to 

participate in course learning activities, e.g., clear explanation of 

how to complete course assignments successfully 

 Establishing time parameters DE3 Communicates important due dates/time frames for learning 

activities to help students keep pace with the course, e.g. accurate 

course schedule 

 Utilizing medium effectively DE4 Assists students to take advantage of the online environment to 

enhance learning e.g., (delete: provides clear instructions on how 

to participate in discussions, submit assignments and) using LMS 

features for learning activities and resolving technical problems 

 Establishing netiquette DE5 Helps students understand and practice the kinds of behaviors 

that are acceptable in online learning e.g., providing 

documentation on polite forms of online interaction 

 Making macro-level comments 

about course content 

DE6 Provides rationale for assignment/topic 
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Table B3: Continued 

Coding scheme for teaching presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

 

Categories Indicators Code Definition 

Facilitating 

Discourse 

Indicators 

(FD) 

Identifying areas of 

agreement/disagreement 

FD1 Helps to identify areas of agreement and disagreement on course 

topics in order to enhance student learning 

 Seeking to reach consensus FD2 Assists in guiding class toward agreement about course topics in 

a way to enhance student learning 

 Encouraging, acknowledging or 

reinforcing student contributions 

FD3 Acknowledges student participation in the course, e.g., replied in 

a positive encouraging manner to student submissions 

 Setting climate for learning FD4 Encourages students to explore concepts in the course, e.g., 

promotes the exploration of new ideas 

 Drawing in participants, 

prompting discussion 

FD5 Helps keep students engaged and participating in productive 

dialog 

 Presenting follow-up topics for 

discussions (ad hoc) 

FD6 Presents content or questions (delete: that enhance learning) i.e., 

tangential (confirm use of tangential) or related (delete: but are 
outside of the initial design questions??) 

 Focusing discussion on specific 
issues 

FD7 Helps focus discussion on  relevant issues (delete: that enhance 

understanding and) keeps participants on  topic 

 Summarizing discussion  FD8 Reviews and summarizes discussion contributions to highlight 

key concepts and relationships to further facilitate discourse 
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Table B3: Continued 

Coding scheme for teaching presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

 

Categories Indicators Code Definition 

Direct 

instruction 

(DI) 

Providing valuable analogies DI1 Attempts to rephrase/reformulate course material in ways that 

highlight similarities between content assumed to be understood 

and new content with the goal  of making the material more 

comprehensible 

 Offering useful illustrations DI2 Attempts to make course content more comprehensible by 

providing examples that are substantive and advance 

understanding 

 Conducting supportive 

(informative?) demonstrations 

DI3 Attempts to make course content more comprehensible through 

the exhibition of processes 

 Supplying clarifying information  DI4 Attempts to reduce confusion or misconceptions about course 

content by providing additional explanations 

 Making explicit reference to 

outside material 

DI5 Provides useful information from a variety of sources, e.g., 

articles, textbooks, personal experiences, or links to external web 

sites. 

Assessment 

(AS)   

Giving formative feedback for 

discussions 

AS1 Explicitly evaluates discussion/offers feedback OR diagnoses 

misconceptions to help students learn 

 Providing formative feedback 

for other assignments 

AS2 Explicitly evaluates other assignment types/offers feedback OR 

diagnoses misconceptions to help students learn 

 Delivering summative feedback 

for discussions 

AS3 Provides post mortem feedback on discussions, including grades 
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Table B3: Continued 

Coding scheme for teaching presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

 

Categories Indicators Code Definition 

 Supplying summative feedback 

for other assignments 

AS4 Provides post mortem feedback on  other assignments, including 

grades 

 Soliciting formative assessment 

on course design and learning 

activities from students and 

other participants 

AS5 Seeks feedback upon completion of modules or  during mid-course 

 Soliciting summative assessment 

on course design and learning 

activities from students and 

other participants 

AS6 Seeks meta-level feedback at close of course 
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Table B4 

Coding scheme for social presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

Categories Indicators Code Definition 

Affective (AF) Expressing emotions SP-AFI Conventional expressions of emotion 

 Use  of humor SP-AF2 Teasing, cajoling, irony, understatements, sarcasm 

 Self-disclosure SP-AF3 Presents details of life outside of class, or expresses vulnerability; 

includes expressions of likes, dislikes and preferences 

 Use of 

unconventional 

expressions to express 

emotion 

SP-AF4 Unconventional expressions of emotion. includes repetitious 

punctuation, conspicuous capitalization, emoticons 

 Expressing value SP-AF5 Expressing personal values, beliefs and attitudes 

Open 

communication 

(OC) 

Continuing a thread SP-OC-1 Using reply feature of software, rather than starting a new thread 

 Quoting from others' 

messages 

SP-OC-2 Using software features to quote others' entire message or cut  and 

passing selections of others' messages 

 Referring explicitly to 

others' messages 

SP-OC-3 Direct references to contents of others' posts 

 Asking questions SP-OC4 Students ask  questions of other students or the moderator 

 Complimenting 

expressing 

appreciation 

SP-OC-5 Complimenting others or contents of others' messages 

 Expressing agreement SP-OC-6 Expressing agreement with others or contents of others messages 
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Table B4: Continued 

Coding scheme for social presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

 

Categories Indicators Code Definition 

 Expressing 

disagreement 

SP-OC7 Expresses disagreement with other or contents of others messages 

 

 Personal advice SP-OC-8 Offering specific advice to classmates 

Group Cohesion 

(CH) 

Vocatives SP-CH-I Addressing or referring to the participants by name 

 Addresses or refers to 

the group using 

inclusive pronouns 

SP-CH-2 Addresses the group as we., us, our, group 

 Phatics, salutations 

and greetings 

SP-CH-3 Communication that serves a purely social function; greetings or 

closures 

 Social sharing SP-CH-4 Sharing information unrelated to the course 

 Course reflection SP-CH5 Reflection on the course itself 
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Table B5 

Coding scheme for cognitive presence (Shea et. al, 2010) 

Adapted from Community of Inquiry Model (Garrison, Anderson and Archer, 2000) 
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